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Name: Kylina Gra 
Race: Sephi 
Sex: Female 
Age: 27 
Height: 152 CM 
Weight: 41 KG 
Year of Birth:10 ABY 
Children: None 
Residency Status: Permanent  
Occupation: Spice dealer, DIA Informant 
Physical Description: 
Short auburn hair dyed silver at ends.  Distinctive eye coloration, sharp silver along the edges 
iris with light green around pupils.  
 
Tanned skin, multiple colored tattoos of birds and flowers forming sleeves, black lines forming 
vibroblades tattooed on each collar bone.  Small button nose with thin lips.  Long Sephi ears 
have several piercings.  
 
Typically observed wearing tight black or pink tank tops, short black skirts, knee high dark 
purple or grey socks, and loosely laced work boots.  Typically carries a small backpack filled 
with a mixture of spices and credits.  Is typically armed with no less than 3 compact blaster 
pistols concealed on her person. 
 
Personality: 
Subject first appears to have a happy-go-lucky bubbly personality, however upon further 
observation it has been determined that this is merely a facade to help deal with clients.  Her 
true personality seems to be one centered around anger and rage at past events in her life. 
Subject typically tries to kill most that witness this hidden personality except close friends.  DIA 
interactions have been keep brief and agents have only encountered her bubbly side. 
Observations note possible splintered personalities.  Further observation required to discover 
how many exist 
 
Daily Routine: 
 



Kylina Gra can typically be found near the port during the late evening hours out of site in alleys 
near main streets.  In the evening subject can typically be located at one of the local bars 
getting “reckt like a |\|00B”, “Nona ja buiznez, kraffin ‘ell!”(observed interaction, bodies found 
later) in her own words on separate evenings.  Subject appears to sleep from early morning until 
mid afternoon. 
 
Observations of Note: 
Seems to have multiple personalities, while she carries three blaster pistols when need arises 
she never seems to constantly go for the same one, and sometimes she forgoes the blasters for 
use of random debris at hand. 
 
Posture, tone, accent, and word choices change almost hourly. 
 
Not a Force user. 


